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There arecurrently approximately70 Titanium Dioxide (T1O2) plants in the world
producing estimated 2.7milliontonnes/year of T.O2. The bulk of thisoutputis usedin the
paint industry to make a 'whiter' product. Of the world's totalplants, 52 areproducing
TiOj by the sulphate route whichgenerates approximately eighttonnes of strongly acidic
liquidwaste forevery tonneof product produced. The bulkof this wasteisdumped in the
marine environment, most of it is discharged in the estuaries and rivers of both the
developed and the developing countries.

Australia produces 68,000 tonnes/annum of T1O2 by the sulphateroute process.
At Bumie in Tasmania, both copperasand spend acid is piped into the Bass Strait. At
Australindin Western Australia, a uniquesituation of dunaldisposal has beenin operation,
on the LeschenaultPeninsula, for the last20 years. However,due to public pressure, and
the saturation of the land available at the Peninsula, alternatives to dunal disposal are
currently beinginvestigated. These includeoceandischarge viaa long pipeline, deepwell
injectionor co-disposalat the nearbyaluminumrefinery.

However, advancement in technology and possible environmental and public
unacceptability of thedisposal option being investigated has meant thatan alternative
treatment process, ie.chloride route, maynowbeimplemented. Economical feasibility of
thechloride process is currently beingnegotiated between the StaleGovernment andthe
company. The original agreement, signed in 1961, has meant that the State was
responsible forthetreatment anddisposal of waste outside of thecompany's boundary.

If andwhen the economic negotiations are finalized, the public environmental
review process forassessing thechloride TiOj plant would be initiated. Stage 1of the
process, already completed, sought public comments on the disposal options available.
Stage2, depending on the negotiation, may reviewthe chloride process which transforms
the environmental problems into those of risks and hazards.
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Oneway ortheother, disposal ontheLeschenault Peninsula isexpected tocease
by the endof this decade. The Peninsula is anoutstanding area of coastal environment,
having over 122 flora species, 41 of which are not represented in the nearest coastal
National Park. The proximity of Bunbury, thesecond largest city in WA means that the
Peninsula isan ideal area toconserve and maintain for recreational purposes.

A draft management plan tomake theLeschenault Peninsula into aRegional Park
hasbeenmadeavailable to thepublic for comments. The submissions received showthe
large interest the local people have inthis project The proposed regional park isunique in
that it recommends amixof land-uses onthePeninsula including conservation, recreation
and tourist development. Inaddition a marine park is proposed onthecoastal side of the
Peninsula.

Extensive research has been carried outon thePeninsula overthelast 20years.
This includes the baseline data on theexisting fauna andflora as wellas theeffectof the
T1O2 waste water onthe dunes and ontheocean. Inaddition, anumber of public review
documents and background reports onthe T.O2 plant and the waste disposal problem are
available. Finally, an extensive review of literaturehas been carried out for the draft
Regional Management Plan proposal.
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OCEAN INCINERATION OF HAZARDOUS WASTES:
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Introduce ion

The enactment of the 1984 Amendments to the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA) provides for a ban on land disposal of liquid hazard
ous wastes by 1990. When fully implemented, this disposal restriction
will affect the handling of 33 billion gallons of toxic waste annually.
Although methods of source reduction, recycling and reclamation of hazard
ous wastes are being developed, and land-based incineration programs are
being expanded, it will require considerably more time before treatment
and disposal services are economically and commercially available.

As a disposal alternative, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
is examining the option to incinerate liquid toxic chemical wastes at sea.
A concern for the protection of the ocean and coastal zone environments,
as well as public health and safety aspects of marine transfer operations
are the major reasons that full scale implementation of this technology
has been delayed in the United States.

This paper will present an overview of the regulatory and marketing issues
relating to ocean incineration, focusing on the environmental consequences
of incineration within the coastal zone.

The Regulatory Basis for Ocean Incineration

The current regulatory framework for incineration of hazardous wastes is
governed by cradle-to-grovc regulation, provided jointly by EPA and the
Department of Transportation (DOT). DOT regulates the upland transporta
tion, transfer and handling of hazardous materials, while EPA is respon
sible for all aspects of hazardous waste management, with a principal
emphasis on the storage, disposal and/or treatment of hazardous wastes.
EPA also requires provisions for emergency response and remedial action in
the event of spills or accidental releases.
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The regulation of waste incineration by EPA occurs within three different
programs under three different statutes. The Office of Solid Waste devel
ops standards for and permits land-based incinerators under RCRA. The
Office of Toxic Substances develops standards for and approves incinera
tion of PCBs on land under the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA). The
Office of Water issues permits for ocean incineration under the Marine
Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA), and has been developing
regulatory standards for ocean incineration under that Act since the mid
I970's.

In 1972, the International Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollu
tion by Dumping of Wastes at Sea, known as the London Dumping Convention
(LDC), prohibited the practice of dumping certain hazardous wastes into
the ocean. Prior to this, dumping of raw chemical wastes at sea was a
common practice, and marine pollution was developing into a serious
environmental problem. In that same year, the U.S. Congress passed the
Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act, which regulates the
marine transport of material from the U.S. mainland for the purpose of
dumping, and prohibits ocean dumping of wastes without a federal permit.

In enacting the MPRSA, Congress authorized EPA to regulate the dumping of
waste materials in ocean waters. Initially, EPA implemented the statutory
requirements of the MPRSA through the Ocean Dumping Regulations, issued in
1973. These regulations provided criteria for evaluating permit applica
tions for the purpose of dumping, but did not establish specific technical
criteria for incineration activities. In order to develop emission regu
lations for ocean incineration, and evaluate potential human health and
environmental risks, EPA initiated an exploratory program, issuing re
search permits using administrative guidelines and technical criteria then
being developed by the LDC.

Permitting Decision History

Between 1974 and 1982, the EPA issued permits for four series of research
burns. Regulatory activities began in October 1974 with a joint venture
by EPA, the National Wildlife Federation, and Shell Chemical Company. The
first two series of burns were conducted from late 1974 through early
1975, and in 1977 in the Culf of Mexico. Based on the data and experi
ence gained from these initial burns, this first U.S. use of ocean incin
eration was deemed a success with greater than 99.9 percent of the toxics
destroyed. A third scries of research burns followed in late 1977 when
Herbicide Orange was incinerated in the Pacific Ocean. The last series
of burns were conducted in 1981 and 1982 when liquid PCB wastes were
incinerated at the Culf of Mexico Incineration Site under a research
permit issued to Chemical Waste Management (CUM) and Ocean Combustion
Services.

Making use of this additional experience in conducting operational and
environmental monitoring, EPA began developing ocean incineration regula
tions to provide the specific criteria and standards required for ocean
incineration permits, as well as criteria for designating and managing
ocean incineration sites.

In 1984, EPA denied an application for a concurrent operational and re
search incineration permit to CWM. The Agency's position was chat commer
cial ocean incineration should not proceed until the specific criteria for
evaluating ocean incineration permit applications were defined.



In May 1985, CUM applied for a research-only permit. The applicant pro
posed to burn fuel oil contaminated with PCB's at a site approximately 140
miles east of New Jersey. A tentative decision to issue the research
permit was followed by a highly vocal public comment period during which
several critical issues were raised, including: establishing financial
responsibility requirements and clarifying questions related to liability;
addressing concerns related to the risks associated with land and marine
transport; delineating factors to consider in assessing the need to incin
erate at sea when land-based options are available; establishing criteria
for consideration of an applicant's integrity; establishing requirements
of contingency and remedial action plans; addressing the issue of whether
an environmental impact statement must be prepared; addressing the appli
cability of other federal statutes such as the Coastal Zone Management Act
and the Endangered Species Act to a research permit; and establishing
appropriate performance and operational standards for ambient air and
stack monitoring.

In May 1986. EPA denied the applicant a research permit. A determination
was made that many of the questions raised during the comment period
should be addressed and resolved before issuance of the permit, and that
the appropriate forum for addressing these issues would be the process of
developing final ocean incineration regulations. This decision extended
the policy affecting commercial incineration to research voyages as well;
that no ocean incineration, commercial or research, would occur until the
final ocean incineration regulations are promulgated. The need for a
additional research burns at sea will be re-evalutated after the regula
tions are in place.

Market Considerations

The most recent comprehensive data on the practices of thermal destruction
of hazardous wastes come from surveys of industrial activity conducted by
the EPA in 198 1. It is estimated that the U.S. generates more than 260
million metric tons of solid and liquid wastes each year, representing
about one ton of waste for every person in the U.S. Currently, only about
2 percent of the total waste generated is thermally destroyed, and of that
amount, 90 percent is incinerated on-site by the generator with the rest
burned at commercial facilities. EPA estimates that as much as 10 percent
of the total waste, representing the most toxic and concentrated, could
have been thermally destroyed.

Estimates indicate that avaiible on-site and commercial incineration capa
city for liquid wastes other than PCBs is underutilized, with a range of
40 to 80 percent of available capacity. PCBs are an exception to this
finding, since only four off-site firms have received approval for incin
eration of PCBs. Industry sources indicate a 2 to 3 month backlog over
capacity and expect demand to further exceed supply because of accelerated
voluntary phase-outs.

While there appears to be sufficient thermal capacity for perhaps the next
five years, demand for incineration is expected to increase substantially
due to implementation of the 1984 RCRA Amendments, as well as generator's
increasing concerns with long-term liability from land disposal options,
increased Super fund clean-up activities, and declining landfill capacity.

As a result of restrictions on disposal of liquid wastes in boilers,
landfills, lagoons and injection wells, significant additional quantities
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of waste will become available. Source reduction and recycling programs,
and emerging alternative treatment technologies will likely have minimal
impact on the incineration market in the immediate future, resulting in a
serious shortfall in incinerator capacity. The availability of additional
land-based or ocean systems can offer some moderation of the anticipated
capacity shortfall, depending on how rapidly this capacity is added to the
commercial market. EPA estimates an excess of demand over existing capa
city of comercial incineration facilities of 200 to 300 pccent. This
represents as many as 82 additional land-based incinerators with an annual
disposal capacity of 20,000 metric tons each, or 33 additional incinerator
ships with an average capacity of 50,000 metric tons per year. These
figures do not account for Superfund cleanup activities which would
further increase the shortfall.

While the need for additional capacity is evident, there are significant
impediments to the siting and permitting of new hazardous waste incinera
tors. Foremost is public attitudes and concerns. In addition, existing
facilities may find the costs of RCRA compliance and liability insurance
too prohibitive to continue operations. Considering also the 3 to 5 year
period to process a permit application, we can expect little growth of
available commercial incinerator capacity over the near- to mid-term.

Environmental Consequences

In 1985, EPA developed a risk assessment case study which compares human
and environmental exposure effects likely from releases of land-based
versus ocean incineration of liquid organic hazardous wastes. Both incin
eration systems included land transportation, transfer and storage opera
tions, and incineration. The at-sea incineration system also included an
ocean transportation mode.

The quantities of waste released from air emissions and accidental spills
were determined for long-term, statistically expected system releases, as
opposed to a worst-case discrete event release. Considering all releases
from each component of the incineration systems, the transportation and
handling components accounted for less than 15 percent of expected re
leases, while stack emissions accounted for more than 85 percent.

The comparative risk assessment concludes that the overall human and
environmental risks of both ocean and land-based incineration systems are
very low. The small amount of human health risk comes principally from
stack emissions rather than from transport and handling steps. Because of
the greater distance from human populations, stack emissions from the
ocean system result in somewhat lower human health risks then from land-
baaed systems.

The only known or estimable effects on the commercial and recreational
value of coastal areas, or on the people using such areas during or after
ocean incineration activities, would result from accidental discharges of
wastes at loading times, or during transit to the disposal site. Based on
ship accident statistics, the probability of an accident involving spills
in the coastal areas is estimated to be one per 4,000 operating years. For
a specific location it may be much lower, e.g. one per 10,000 operating
years for Mobile Bay, Alabama. Although the probability of a hazardous
waste accident involving an incinerator ship is remote, discharges or
spills in the shallow, near-shore areas could have severe environmental
effects, resulting in localized destruction of marine organisms and poss-



ible widespread contamination of fish spawning areas. Short-term impacts
of a discharge or spill further offshore would be much less significant.
The dilution afforded by the deeper waters and the lower benthic product
ivities would reduce the consequences of an accidental release in the burn
site region.

The most direct link between man and waste contaminants released into the
marine environment is through the food chain, by consumption of contamin
ated seafood. According to the models used in the risk assessment, the
stack emissions from an incinerator ship will not directly endanger human
health by contaminating edible organisms. The remoteness of an ocean
disposal site from commercially or recreationally important fishing or
shellfishing areas would further reduce potential hazards. The probabili
ty of migratory fish accumulating toxic levels of contaminants from the
waste is unknown, but assumed to be low. Although the likelihood of
adverse effects on benthic organisms is remote, various physical and
biological processes might eventually introduce minutely diluted contami
nant concentrations in the organisms which could increase with time to
produce sublethal effects.

Summary

Ironically, an indirect effect of the MPRSA was to help stimulate the
development of alternative waste disposal technologies. Primarily, these
substitutes for ocean dumping have consisted of landfills, settling ponds
or lagoons, and deep-earth injection of liquid wastes into depleted mines
and wells.

This shift in disposal media has come full circle with the enactactraent of
the 1984 Amendments to RCRA. When RCRA was first passed in 1976, the
Congressional intent was clearly that of source reduction, recycling and
reclamation of waste materials; but it was still technically simpler and
more economical to dispose of wastes on land. The growing problem of
groundwater contamination lead to the 1984 Amendments, which call for an
ultimate ban on all in-ground disposal methods. The intent here is to
promote the goals of resource conservation while prodding the development
of alternative land-based treatment and detoxifying technologies. Ocean
incineration should be recognized strictly as an interim method of dispo
sal pending the development of environmentally safer solutions. This has
been the stated goal of the London Dumping Convention since adopting their
technical guidelines on ocean incineration in 1978.

In terms of statistically expected risks to human health and the environ
ment, there is no clear preference for ocean or land-based incineration.
However, ocean incineration has caused a far greater degree of public
opposition. While the perceived impact of land-based systems is very much
localized within the host community, ocean incineration is perceived as
potentially affecting an entire region: the port community, all communi
ties along the coastline near the transit route, as well as the coastal
zone environment itself.

As scientists and regulators, we should not allow the perceived risks to
take precedence over an unbiased, objective evaluation. At this time, the
scientific community must evaluate the disposal options available to us,
and select those with the lowest managable risk to human health and the
environment, but with the understanding that waste reduction at the source
is the only viable long-term solution.
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Introduction

Contamination of river, harbor, and sea bottom sediments is a uni
versal problem of industrialized countries. Since the North Sea is
surrounded by seven such countries it offers a good "laboratory" to
examine international and national policies to improve water and sedi
ment quality.

Along che North Sea coast many of the best policiea have arisen where
Che problems are the worst. Holland and Germany, for example, lead
the way in programs for handling and treatment of dredge spoils. In
Holland, environmental organizations have demonstrated that water
sampling in the Rhine and Meuse Rivers can help to locate polluters
which are contaminating the harbor bottom near Rotterdam.

Pollution control programs, to keep contaminants ouc of tbe rivers in
the first place, are as diverse as countries involved. Basic sim
ilarities are found in them, for instance, the Netherlands and West
Germany both have programs to assess feeo on pollution sources to en
courage reduccion.

The many complaints of the North Sea countries concerning their neigh
bors poinc to a real need for international regulation and informal
communication. It can be beard from tbe Dutch that British sewage
sludge dumping from bargoo should atop, while The Hague baa a 10
kilometar underwater pipolinc carrying its sludge to the Hortb Sea.
It was interesting to find that Boat Germany's wastewater oources were
hindering Hamburg's clean-up efforts on the Elbe River, while the West
German government allows its industries to ship its wastes to a
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cheaper, less - advanced East German landfill in the same basin.
Britons complain that the EEC's uniform emissions approach is a burden
to industry, yet lament the expense of cleaning up their own Tees and
Mersey Rivers.

The European Commission and the Oslo and Paris Commissions are sup
plying che coordinating force to bring these countries together on
environmental issues and Co provide for enforcement towards comparable
programs. Their work has made significant changes in improving man
agement of the North Sea, yet there is a long road ahead. Policies
are changing also in the individual countries to provide more central
authority in environmental affairs. This is happening partially in
response to meeting EEC and Oslo and Paris Convention directives and
also in the field of industrial solid wasce management. Britain for
example, is considering the wielding of more power, out of London, in
setting limits on its municipal effluents to help meet EEC directives.

This movement in Europe should serve as an example Co the U.S. of the
need for maintaining a strong federal presence in water quality issues
affecting international and interstate boundaries. This presence
could be expressed by increasing involvement by EPA in permit enforce
ment, calculating basin-wide loads for toxic pollucants, and encourag
ing the use of new technology for treating wastewater. The U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, which regulates dredging nationally, can play a
larger role in the development of innovative dredge spoil disposal
schemes and in locating sources of dredge spoil contamination.

Innovative PoUntion Control Protrnna in che North Sea Area

Certain activities stand out in European methods of identifying and
dealing with North Sea and estuarine pollution that should provide
some insight to U.S. environmental managers and scientists.

The following sections of the report summarize the innovations and
programs which are new to standard U.S. practices for both government
and environmental groups.

Rotterdam's protran to dispose of harbor aooils from dredaint

The Dutch government, City of Rotterdam, and local public works au
thority have begun a new program to dredge and dispose of harbor
spoils. In 1982 a steering committee for the project proposed a
Policy Plan. The plan classified che harbor spoils into four cate
gories. Clasa I is slightly polluted marine sediments near the oouth
of the Rhine River. CIobs IV is severely polluted material from
localized areas in Rotterdam Harbor, most often from channels near
polluting industries. Classes II and III are of intermediate contami
nation and provide the bulk of material that must be disposed of from
the central harbor area. The oolution for disposal of the Class II
and III material will be Co pipe it to a "ring dike" and create an
artificial ialand outside of the harbor area in a partially protected
cove. This dike, according to present plans will be to the west of
the Rhine River mouth. Class IV spoil material is so contaminated
that it will be deposited on land in lined pits or lagoons and moni
tored as a hazardous waste. (Keuning, 1985)



The Dutch government states, in its assessment report on che ring dike
project, that che water that is collected within the dike would proba
bly meet water quality standards for disposal, if it were dumped back
into the Rotterdam Harbor. (Department of Transportation and Public
Works 1984) The Dutch, nevertheless, plan to treat this water in
keeping with their policy that pollution should be minimized at the
point of discharge.

There are several interesting features of their plan and points where
policies depart from those in the U.S. Baltimore Harbor, for example,
on the Chesapeake Bay has a similar disposal area outside of its
harbor. The ring dike is just beginning to be used for spoil dis
posal. The state and federal agencies have no plans to classify Che
dredge spoil to be placed in the dike because nearly tbe entire harbor
area has been classified as "contaminated" by state legislation.
Present piano will allow spoils from tbe most contaminated parts of
the industrialized Baltimore Harbor to go into this dike. There are
no firm plans for treatment of the water which oozes from the seoi-
liquid material after it is deposited in tbe dike. Not only should
U.S. dredge spoil policy analysts look at the Dutch proposal Co treat
this elutriate water, using a pond system and chemical precipitation,
but they should also consider a better means of classifying and dis
posing of contaminated sediment "hotspots."

Hamburg's dredae nnoll treatment ship pilot prolect

The government of Hamburg along with the Federal Environmental Office
have built a barge which carries equipment to separate the toxic
sediments from cleaner ones and Chen transport the contaminaccd por
tion to land where it can be disposed under more controlled condi
tions. The pilot project which is being funded at 100Z by the federal
government is partially in response to problems with past disposal
practices where spoils were used to create more land within the small,
city limits of Hamburg. In at least one case, food crops grown on an
old "sprayfieId" were taking up unusual amounts of toxic metals.

The treatment ship project uses a "hydrocyclone" which spins the
waCer-sediment mixture after it is vacuumed from the bottom. Dredging
by suction helps to minimize resuspension of the toxic bottom suds.
Tbe spinning separates che heavier sandy materials which can be dis
posed more safely on land or overboard with the suction water. The
water that has been spun still contains suspended fine-fraction solids
end toxics (toxics absorb to the fine grained sediment) which then are
treated with polymers to enhance precipitation. The water is next run
through belt filters to remove the more toxic particles. This con
taminated sludge will be dumped on land under controlled conditions.
(Blickwedel, 1985} If tbe barge tests are successful a full scale
dredging ship will be builc. The central government plans to pay 401
of the cost.

Permitting requirements in the Netherlands and West Germ/my

These two countries have discharge permit systems very similar to the
U.S. program for wastewater control. Both require dischargers to sect
permit limits based on good treatment practices established for each
industry, just as U.S. permits require Best Available Technology (BAT)
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for toxic pollutants. One great divergence, however, is that both of
these countries practice a form of waste charges on cercain pollu
tants. This provides an economic incentive for plants to treat waste
water at levels better than normal technology standards. In Germany,
the added charge on organic wastes and corcain heavy metals (cadmium
and mercury) has been hailed as a major factor in lowering the concen
trations of these pollutants in the Rhine River. The German law,
called the Wastewater Charges Law spells ouC a time table for increas
ing the per-kilogram fee on these pollutants. This "polluter pays"
policy is efficient in principal, by putting market pressure on dis
chargers and even making possible tbe trading of pollutant allowances,
which can shift clean-up costs to those that can do it less expensive
ly* The system as set up, however, allows waivers in certain circum
stances and relies on discharge limits rather than actual performance
to set fees. The system has also been criticized for not charging
enough to actually force water quality improvements. (Fricge, 1985)

In Holland, the permit fee system is similar and for sewage treatment
plants especially, it baa had some noteworthy effects. Permit fee
charges are placed on dischargers for both B0D5 (biochemical oxygen
demand), a measure of the carbonaceous material which can be oxidized
by micro-organisms in 5 days, and for TKN (total Kjeldahl nitrogen) an
indication of Che nitrogen in organic form plus che ammonia content.
Both pollutants use up the oxygen in the "receiving water" downstream
of tbe discharge pipe. This Dutch policy which includes TKN is forc
ing treatment of nitrogen by a process called "nitrification." This
process helps to lower the oxygen demanding property of sewage and
constituces a better level of treatment than most plants praccice in
the U.S.

Holland has alao pioneered a treatment system, partially in response
to che need to control TKN. Tho "oxidation ditch", as it is called,
allows for BODS phosphorous removal, and TKN treatment (nitrification)
in the same tank. A typical oxidation ditch is a concrete channel
which turns back on itself so that the wastewater is constantly circu
lating. Sludge and clean water are siphoned off continuously and air
is supplied at a fixed point along the channel. Quite accidentally,
it was found that che system could release nitrogen gas as well as
save on operating expenses when operated with less oxygen in the
system. The resulting nitrogen removal, by this fine tuning, has added
importance to eatuarieo where nitrogen is often the nutrient most
critical to control to prevent eutrophication.

The regulatory community in the U.S. should not only consider the
experience of West Germany and The Netherlands in the fee system
approach but should encourage application of "oxidation ditch" and
similar technologies which remove nutrients harmful to estuaries.

Monitoring nroarnns by private environmental organizations

Several groups in Europe have operated sophisticated monitoring pro
grams to take an independent look at che relationship of wastewater
discharges to surface water quality. Greenpeace in Hamburg, The Clean
Water Foundation (Stichting Reinwoter), and tbe International Water
Tribunal, the latter two operating out of tbe Netherlands, are three
organizations that sponsor sampling boats complete with spectrophoto-



meters, oxygen and pH meters, and other sampling equipment. The pur
poses of the three sampling programs are similar! to identify sources
of pollution in North Sea harbors and rivers. When dischargers of
toxic materials are found in high enough concentrations to be af
fecting the receiving waters, these groups work to focus public pres
sure and agency attention towards the offenders.

Tbe International Water Tribunal sampling is particularly noteworthy
because of the way the sampling data were used. The goal was to
enforce sections of most countries' water pollution laws, which state
that no person (corporation, etc) shall be permitted to pollute the
water. Tbe U.S. baa similar requirements written into our federal and
state regulations. The clauses are somocimes called "free from" water
quality standards (e.g., state waters should be free from pollution,
sludge, harmful substances, etc.) The International Water Tribunal,
realizing that these types of verbal requirements are rarely enforced
by the government, established a panel of judges to hear charges
against polluters. This gathering of non-biased water quality experts
heard carefully presented cases prepared by aggrieved environmental
groups and made recommendations on what action should be taken to
solve the problems. The sampling done by the International Water
Tribunals boat was instrumental in building solid cases against the
alleged violators.

The International Water Tribunal was supported by Dutch government
funds and by grants raised through two years of fund-raising. The
Tribunal still maintains an office in Amsterdam and is planning
another series of cases.

An offshoot of che Tribunal's activities was the establishment of the
Rotterdam Water Research Institute. The mission of this new organi
zation, headed by a primary organizer of the Tribunal, is Co survey
dischargers along the Rhine River contributing to tbe pollution foul-
ling tbe Rotterdam Harbor sediments. This sampling will allow the
city to cake administrative and legal action. The research group is
working with the Delft Hydraulics Laboratory to develop sampling
procedures in rivers and estuaries that produce a valid characteriza
tion of the effluent from sub-surface discharge pipes. One reason for
this is to be able to check enforcement status at Dutch facilities
without actually going on site and to find ouc what is being dis
charged by many Cerman dischargers, where the contenc of wastewater is
not generally disclosed by the regulating states. Tbe Rotterdam Water
Research Institute is planning to consult internationally, on request.
Information gathered in Chis program should be of vical interest to
harbor authorities in American cities where toxic sedimenCs exist or
to environmental groups interested in monitoring discharger
compliance.

The Danish Ornithological SocieCy is sponsoring a program to monitor
chemical contamination in seabird tissue as a part of its oiled-bird
survey. Oiled-bird surveys have been conducted routinely by several
bird societies in Europe including Great Bricain. To conduct such a
survey, che shoreline is divided into sectors. Individuals or groups
then walk the beach and count dad birds and examine them for oiled-
feathers. In some cases, whole stretches of beach will contain oiled
carcasses indicating an offshore, and likely unreported oil spill.
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Denmark's tracking of harbor polluters

The Ministry of Environment has biologisCs and cheaiats that make a
special effort to locate sources of unusual chemical contamination
found in harbor spoils. From this study, it was discovered that a
somewhat informal program exists to force states into Coking action
against dischargers that have fouled sediments, before a new permit Co
dredge is granted by the Ministry's marine protection division.

From Che analysis of sedimencs at many locations throughout a harbor
and by looking at tbe relative concenCration of chemical paraceCers,
the Ministry determines if anomaliea exist which indicate any single
source of wastewater dominating the sediment pollutant regime. In two
cases, tbe central government has pressed regional councils to in
crease treatment requirements at identified manufacturing facilities.

One plant, manufacturing chlorine, was found to be dumping mercury in
high volume in Copenhagen's Harbor. The plant, the Soeakage Factory,
was temporarily closed in 1979. The plant has been allowed to con
tinue its production, but with an improved recycle mode.

Another plant on the west coast of the Jutland peninsula, called
Cheminova, was forced to provide better treatment and remove improper
ly dumped pesticide wastes. Noc only was contamination first dis
covered through sediment sampling, buc a die-off of lobsters was
partially attributed to this source.

In the U.S. permitting process for wastewater discharges, sediment
contamination is rarely factored into the regulations. In most cases,
limits for toxic chemicals are technology-based and limits to protect
aquatic organisms are established only if the receiving water shows
high concentrations. This is particularly unfortunate in the manage
ment of estuaries because of the tendency of metals and organic toxics
to settle and "salt-out" of che receiving water into the sediment.
There, the problem usually goes undetected. Wacer quality modeling
and water-column testing will seldom reveal sediment contamination
problems.

Formal programs, oioilar Co chose in Denmark, or standards for sedi
ment quality may be appropriate measures for U.S. point source con
trol. Sediment standards, although rarely used on either side of the
Atlantic, would allow che placement of limits on pollution sources to
achieve some acceptable level of contamination.

Britain's basin-wfde water quality-based management

A unique feature of tbe U.K.'s water pollution control law is that
authority to regulate dischargers is granted on a drainage basin or
wacershed basis. All discharges into a river, from the ciny stream in
the mountains down Co the estuary, are regulated by the same "river
basin authority."

There is a distinct advantage to a pollution control system Chat does
not have overlapping governmental jurisdiction. It is because of this
overlap that countries on the continent are often placing responsi-



bility for pollution on Che ocher river partner. The present case,
where Holland is suing France in international courts because of the
discharge of salt mine waste in the upper Rhine River, is a good
example. The increasing solt content of the Rhine is threatening
Dutch agriculture by spoiling its irrigation water.

With basin-wide authority, agricultural pollution, wasteload alloca
tions, and fisheries can be regulated more fairly. In addition, it is
easier for the Authority to make changes and then measure a river's
response to management. Bricain has also developed water quality and
economic models for organic waste removal to determine where sewage
treatment plants should be upgraded and others left at their poor
level of treatment. This process, in theory, lcods to tbe beet wacer
qualicy at the lowest price.

There are several problems with this approach. One is that the fate
of toxic chemical discharges is noc easily modeled and "water quality"
is not as easy to determine for toxics as it is for biodegradable
organics. The economic approach to water quality management does not
usually cake inco account all of the social costs of pollution. In
addition, water quality goals can change more easily with new govern
ment administrations and economic conditions, creating an unpredict
able climate for Chose regulated. Finally, even omall plants left
unimproved can nave serious local impacts.

Britain's water quality approach, when applied to toxics control makes
sense if ecological and toxicological effects are well understood. Tbe
uncertainty of calculating toxic responses has lead most countries to
set technical standards of treatment for most dischargers which re
quire best available technology. The diluting ability of off-shore
and tidal currents is often cited as a luxury that the U.K., because
of geographic fortune should be able to enjoy. It will cake consider
able Cesting of fish, mussels, and sediments before it is known if the
North Sea can handle chis approach.
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ACTION-ASSESSMENT STRATEGY FOR TOXIC
CONTAMINATION PROBLEMS EM URBAN

EMBAYMENTS OF PUGET SOUND

Robert Pastorak and Thomas Ginn
Tetra Tech, Inc.

11820Nonhup Way
BeIlevue.WA 98005

Under the U.S. EPA Puget Sound Estuary Program, a multi-agency effort is
underway toevaluate toxic contamination problems and todevelop remedial action plans
for urban bays. Biological effects such as high prevalence of liver abnormalities in
lxittornfish and alterations of benlhic invertebrate populations have been observed atsome
contaminated sites. The patchiness and complexity of toxic problem areas requires a
multivariate appoach with fine-scale spatial analysis. Examples ofan "action-assessment-
method" for denning and ranking problem areas inElliott Bay, Commencement Bay, and
Everett Harbor will bepresented. The approach relies on identification oftoxic "hot spots"
using a weight-of-evidence concept and data on: I) sediment contamination; 2)
bioaccumulation (body burdens inmarine organisms); 3)sediment toxicity toamphipods
(Repoxynius abronius); 4)abundances ofbenlhic macroinvertebrate taxa; and 5)prevalence
of liver lesions inEnglish sole. Once problem areas are identified and ranked, sources of
problem chemicals are evaluated. Potential remedial alternatives are developed through
workshop sessions with regulatory and resource-management agencies.

The action-assessment method represents a new approach to identification and
prioritization of toxic contamination problems. The process integrates complex technical
data into a format that is easily understood by resource managers and regulators.
Ultimately, thedatabase isused to select remedial actions toreduce ecological and human
health risks.
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THE ADOPT-A-BEACH PROGRAM - SUCCESSFUL APPROACH
TO DIRECT PUBUC INVOLVEMENT

Martha Burke
EnvironmentalProtectionAgency

120 Sixlh Avenue

Seattle, WA 98101

Adopl-a-Bcach is a public educationprogram designed to fostercitizen involvement in
andresponsibility for the clean-up of Puget Sound. It supports the goals of the Puget Sound
estuarine program by enhancing public awareness of environmental problems, andby providing
the publicwith avenuesto activeinvolvementin solutionsto those problems. It is designedboth to
educate the public through in-field experiences about the value and sensitivity of the natural
resource that is Puget Sound and to utilize volunteers in helping to protect and enhance that
resource.

The program, funded by EPAanddirected by theSeattle Aquarium, was initiated in the
fall of 1985andhas already provento be very successful. Projects completed this firstyearof the
program include a baseline survey of a Port of Seattle siteas part of amitigation effort; collection
of shellfish samplesas partof a countyenvironmental healthprogram; re-establishment ofa marsh
area that will serve as an open air classroom for school monitoring projects; development of
interpretive facilities for waterfrontparks;andcleanupof plasticnets andother underwaterdebris.
The Adopt-a-Beach projects havereceived thesupport of othermanagement agencies because they
provide a source of manpower for completing projects that could otherwise not be done with
limitedstaff;andthe projects area goodsourceof positivepublicity. But the primary goalof the
program is an informed cilizenery whoare committed to the preservation of a clean, multi-use
natural resource.
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SALT POND WATCHERS: RHODE ISLAND'S
EXPERIMENT IN CrnZEN MONITORING

Virginia Lee and Paula Kullberg
Coastal Resources Center

GraduateSchool of Oceanography
University of Rhode Island
Nanagameu, Rl 02882

Introduction

It In generally accepted that well conceived long-term monitoring
programs are needed to provide time series data sets for coastal eco
systems. Without a long-term data base. It is impossible to describe
trends In the natural system over time, or to sort out natural
variability from that caused by human activities. Long-term monitoring
data are extremely valuable for setting scientific research agendas and
for providing a basis for sound management decisions about balanced and
sustainable uses of our coastal waters and surrounding shoreline. The
Importance of such a base Is reflected In recent national programs In
which EPA Is compiling long-term data sets for Chesapeake Bay,
Narragansett Bay, Puget Sound, Buzzardi Bay, and Long Island Sound.

In these times of diminishing budgets, the use of trained and
organized volunteers in simple monitoring programs may be a way to
obtain scientifically useful long-term data In a cost-effective manner
for many of our nation's estuaries. Lay monitoring programs have a time
honored history for such things as the collection of oceanic current and
temperature data by "ships of opportunity" or annual bird counts by
members of the National Audubon Society. Recendy, several states have
set up citizen programs to monitor water quality In freshwater lakes.
Only a few states are embarked on monitoring coastal waters (Table I),
among them Is Rhode Island's Salt Pond Watching Program.
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TABLE 1. VOLUNTEER WATER QUALITY KONITORINC PROGRAMS IN THE USA

STATE START-UP DATE

Minnesota 1973
Michigan 1974

1981
Maine 1976
New Hampshire 1978
Vermont 1979
Illinois

Pennsylvania
1981

1985
Rhode Island

Massachusetts
Maryland
Virginia
Wisconsin
New York

1985

1985

1985

1985

1986

1986

71 MO'

SYSTEMS

250 lakes

175 lakes

10 lakes

20 lakes

30 lakes

45 lakes

140 lakes

Delaware River

7 Coastal Lagoons
Plymouth Harbor

Patuxent River Estuary
James River Estuary

170 lakes

25 lakes

riaur* 1. Knotff Wind Salt fen*1*. s«lt rood V«tch«r St.tlen* *r. indit«i.d p. M*<k .
«, c«ch p6n4.



Rhode Island's Salt Pond Watchers

Several beautiful and productive shallow lagoons, locally known as
salt ponds, lie along Rhode Island's southern shore (Figure I). The
ponds make an Ideal laboratory to develop and test a program to organize
and train citizens to conduct a long-term monitoring effort. Within
the salt pond region, there is a high degree of public Involvement and
enthusiasm for taking care of the salt ponds to provide for their future
use and enjoyment. In 1980 a major multldisclpllnlng research effort
was launched hy the University and a conprehenslve Special Area
Management Plan for the Salt Pond Region, based on the research
findings, was adopted In 1974 as part of the state's Coastal Zone
Management Program (Lee 1980; Olsen and Lee 1985). The plan gives an
Identity to the region, and It sets forth regulations over new
development procedures for coordinated federal/state/local permitting,
and a citizens' action committee, charged with pursuing non-regulatory
initiatives and fostering a sense of stewardship for the salt ponds.
As a result of working with the URI researchers on the salt pond plan,
state and municipal officials are sensitized to the need for
Information as a basis to manage the salt ponds and their water
sheds.

Long-term monitoring can provide the necessary Information to
refine our understanding of how the salt ponds function, to assess the
need to alter management plans or Initiatives and to provide an early
warning system for developing problems. However, severe limitations in
funding and personnel make It unrealistic to expect state government
or university staff to maintain a monitoring program. The challenge Is
to see whether trained volunteers can carry out a responsible monitoring
effort over the long term.

There are several Important Ingredients for a successful
monitoring program: It must be sustained over many years and It must
gather Information which Is at once scientifically credible, useful for
management and Inexpensive to obtain. It is also important to instill a
sense of self-sufficiency and responsibility among the volunteers.
Positive feedback must be frequent enough to foster an awareness of the
Importance of the contribution of the volunteers and to sustain their
Interest.

Providing credible water quality data

Since September 1985, over 30 volunteers have been successfully
monitoring water quality parameters every other week, from May through
October, In seven of Rhode Island's salt ponds (Figure 1). The stations
have been established In each of the major basins In the salt ponds, and
where possible, they have been located near field stations of previous
research projects. The volunteers have been outfitted with tackle boxes
containing standardized field sampling equipment and notebooks of
sampling protocol. They have undergone group training sessions as well
as individual training sessions In each pond and they have been through
preliminary quality control checks. Twice a month they record water
depth and temperature, weather and field observations, and they sample
dissolved oxygen, doing the Winkler titrations themselves. They take
samples for nutrient concentrations (nitrates and phosphates) and
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chlorophyll. In order to further assure quality control, the samples
are analyzed by laboratory technicians at the UniversiCy of Rhode Island
Graduate School of Oceanography. In addition, the volunteers take water
samples In sterile bottles which are provided and later analyzed by the
Rhode Island Department of Health for concentrations of fecal collform
bacteria.

It is evident that citizens can Indeed monitor conscientiously and
at a rather high level of sophistication. The pond watchers are willing
and able to reliably collect samples and record Information, In good
and had weather, for months at a stretch. They are exceedingly con
scientious about sampling; their results are scientifically credible
and, with some training, they are able to sample not only simple para
meters like salinity and temperature, but more complicated measuresments
as well.

Obtaining Information That la Useful for Management Agencies

The bacteria monitoring effort has been an extremely successful
linkage between the pond watchers and the Department of Environmental
Management, the state agency responsible for measuring water quality and
making policy decisions regarding closures of areas to shellfishing or
swimming. The salt ponds support Important recreational and commercial
fisheries for scallops, oysters, quahogs and softshell clams. The ponds
are also intensely used for summer recreational activities including
swimming, boating and water skiing. According to pond watcher data
generated last year, bacterial contamination of several of the ponds
exceed safe shellfishing standards during the summer and fall and in
some Instances, they may even exceed safety standards for water contact
sports. Due to budget cuts, DEM has been losing field personnel and
consequently have been restricted to mere spot checks of salt pond water
quality in recent years. Not only was DEH delighted to have the pond
watchers provide more extensive field data to use in establishing policy
for possible shellfishing closures, they requested that pond watchers
assist them in their survey of the shoreline and identify direct
wastewater discharges to the ponds.

The Coastal Resources Management Council (CRMC) Is the state agency
responsible for planning and permitting for Rhode Island's coastal
waters and shoreline. In 1984, it adopted a Special Area Management Plan
for the Salt Pond Region which Is based on che URI sale pond research
project and emphasizes the importance of local Initiatives and citizen
participation In the management process. As part of the plan, the
Department of Environmental Management and the town councils In the
region, together with CRMC, arc committed to a new initiative of
coordinated permitting and to using available data to guide planning of
major projects proposed for the salt ponds and the surrounding region.
As the pond watchers generate a sufficient time series of information.
It will be applied in the CRMC permit and planning decisions.

Two municipalities are already incorporating pond watcher data In
their policy decisions about waste water treaCment. In one case
consideration Is being given to extend municipal sewers to communities
on the shores of the salt ponds, and In another case the town is
grappling with setting up a sewer authority to use new technologies to



protect and restore the salt pond water quality. A critical task in the
years ahead is Co continue to foster an awareness of che value of the
pond watcher data and to keep close ties with the local municipalities
and the state agencies.

Reducing the costs of the monitoring program

If a monitoring effort is to be sustained over the long term, It
must be Inexpensive. We have made a concentrated effort to reduce
costs, to solicit donations of services and to seek a variety of
small-funding sources. Some examples arc as follows: (1) The field
kits are proving to be sturdy, and pond watchers careful. As a
consequence, there is not a lot of breakage or need to replace supplies,
other than restocking chemical reagents and filters. (2) The
Department of Health has graciously included the additional bacteria
sample analysis on top of their regular work load at no cost to the
project. Pond watchers get up early and make the extra effort to
collect samples Monday morning In order to accommodate the DOH schedule.
(3) Pond watchers on Quonochontaug Pond have successfully obtained a
grant from IBM which Is paying for chemical analysis of all the water
samples. (4) Pond Watchers are encouraged to supply their own
equipment, from boacs and gas Co constructing their own secchi disks.
(5) We are working with the local high schools to see if routine
analyses of water samples could be taken on by the advanced chemistry
and biology classes. There are also many aspects of the ponds that
could make ideal thesis research Copies or senior papers for scudents at
the nearby university.

In the future we Intend to pursue the possibility with the
legislature and state agencies that a portion of the permit fees for new
development along the shore be designated to support pond monitoring.
It Is after all the intense development pressure withtn the region that
Is the greatest threat to the quality of the salt ponds. Our challenge
is to develop lines of communication with the school programs, start
successful pilot projects and develop a central depository for the final
reports which will be accessible for future research projects or
management decisions.

Sustaining the interest of the pond watchers

If salt pond monitoring is to be really useful, It must continue
for many years to provide a long-term Information base from which trends
In the condition of each of the ponds can be determined. It's crucial
to find ways to establish positive feedback loops that will maintain the
interest of the volunteers. Conversely, it Is important to keep the
potential users aware of the value of information being generated by Che
pond watchers.

Communication between pond watchers and the larger community Is
vitally Important to maintaining a long-term commitment. We have
established a quarterly Salt Pond Newsletter which summarizes results
and perclnenc issues. One of the pond watchers Is the editor of the
newslcccer, and she has succeeded In soliciting short articles from
fellow pond watchers as well as from university staff. The newsletter
also provides the basis for newspaper articles, a method that worked
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very well In the salt pond research project and resulted In remarkably
comprehensive and frequent press coverage* Good press coverage is
critical to the sense of contribution of the local citizens, as well as
Co making the general public aware of the issues and events In the salt
pond region. Press coverage of the pond watcher project, at least in
the early stages, has been excellent.

For the most pare, the pond watchers are retired professionals and
are as active in retirement as ever. They are motivated, however, less
by fame and press coverage than by a sense of community responsibility
and a desire to make a difference. In the past, local residents who
cared about and relied upon the resources of the salt ponds, were often
isolated and frustrated by the lack of attention or slow response of
state agencies who are far removed in the state capitol. In che pond
watcher project, we have managed to turn that around. The Department of
Environmental Management Is taking chelr efforcs seriously, indeed Is
asking for chem to conduce additional surveys. Two of che four cowns in
the region are relying on their Information to formulate wastewater
management policy and consider zoning changes to protect the salt ponds.
"Save The Bay", the largest citizen watchdog group in the state, has
asked for advice to set up monitoring programs for Narragansett Bay and
the Narrow River. The Rhode Island Department of Environmental
Management is considering a similar program for freshwater lakes and
reservoirs around che state. It is this sort of substantlative feedback

that seems to mean the cost Co the pond watchers, and It is this sort of
reinforcement that must be encouraged for the continuing sustenance of
Salt Pond Watching.
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A CHESAPEAKE BAY MONITORING
PROGRAM USING VOLUrJTEERS

Kathleen K. Elicit
Citizens Program for the Chesapeake Bay, Inc.

Environmental Protection Agency
410 Severn Avenue

Annapolis,MD 2140}

I. Purpoao and Objectives

Citizens Program for the Chesapeake Bay, Inc. (CPCB) is sponsoring a
pilot water quality testing project for volunteers as part of its
Chesapeake Bay Prograra public participation grant from EPA. The program,
which began in July 1985, was designed to answer four questions:

1. Can citizens collect water quality data that meet rigorous quality
control standards 7

2. Can data collected at nearshoro locations be used to help document

changes in the main tributary?

3. What are the moat reliable sampling procedures, reporting formats
and data management systems for a volunteer program?

4. Is it feasible to institute a permanent. Bay-wide citizen monitoring
network as part of long term Bay management strategies of the statos
and the federal government?

The establishment of such a program was ono of the many recommendations
for action toward cleaning up the Bay that came out of the 7 year study.

It was anticipated that tho data collected would be used to augment that
being collected by the Bay Program to determine the ueasonal and temporal
changes, in Bay waters and for evaluating the water quality status of
selected tributaries to tha Bay. In addition, a well coordinated long
term volunteer monitoring program can promote active stewardship of
natural resources by local residents: provide early warning of problems
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in stormwater management, sediment control, and sewage contamination;
and provide continuing education of tho public and concerned public
officials.

II. Project Organization

A committee of eight Bay managers and scientists serve as consultants
to the coordinator and to the volunteers.

Two major tributaries wore chosen, the Patuxent in Maryland and the
Jamea in Virginia. Each has an extensive estuarine gradient, a cadre of
identifiable volunteers, and Important environmental problems. In addi
tion, each river is sampled regularly by the states, permitting the
quantitative assessment of the techniques, schedules and efforts of the
volunteer program.

Volunteers were sought who live on tho water so that obtaining samples
would be convenient and take a minimum of time. Taking samples from a
boat was discouraged because it is more difficult to locate tho exact
sampling site, bad weather can interfere with sample collection, and
personal safety cannot be assured. Letters wore sent to individuals and
organizations who had an interest in water quality or in monitoring.
This included sierra club, Audubon Society, League of Women Voters, Soil
Conservation District Committees, maritime businesses, watermen associa
tions, etc. Extensive followup by telephone was necessary to find people
who were willing to participate. Onco the program waa underway, volun
teers enlisted who had heard about the project from friends and neigh
bors. There is actually a waiting liot for the Patuxent River project!

Thoro are 18 sites on the Patuxent and 14 on the James at the present
time. 81* of the people who started with the program are still monitor
ing and tho majority have said they are willing to continue indefinitely.

It was not practical to preselect precise sites in a voluntary program.
However, stato monitoring directors in Maryland and Virginia suggested
we try to locate sites using tho following criteriat

1. equally divided in the estuarine, transition and tidal fresh portions
of each river;

2. above and below the mouth of any tributary running into the river;

3. above and below major construction sites and sewage treatment plants.

4. near a farm or animal holding facility that is instituting best
management practices;

5. on shore opposite a state monitoring site to allow for comparison of
data sets.

In addition, an effort was made to involve different usor groups, such
as high school science classes, marina owners, boating clubs, community
organizations and rivor basin groups.



Volunteers initially attend a training session. These sessions include
the viewing of an introductory slide show followed by a demonstration
of the tests. Monitors are then encouraged to conduct the t03ts them
selves so that a trained person can answer any questions. Volunteers
who are unable to attend a session are shown how to carry out the tests
by a coordinator or another experienced monitor.

III. Procedures

Five water quality factors are measured weekly at each site: water and
air temperature; pH using a color comparator kit; turbidity using a
Secchi disk: salinity using a hydrometer, and dissolved oxygen using a
micro-Winkler titration kit. In addition, information on weather and

general observations about the site (live or dead organisms, debris,
oil slicks, ico, odor, water color, anything unusual) is recorded on a
Data Collection Form and sont to the project coordinator. Data is
entered into a file stored in the Bay Computer Center. SAS software
is used to generate plots and graphics of the various parameters versus
time. It is possible to run "fish net" plots using Surface II software
which we have done for the turbidity data.

A C/uality Assurance Project Plan has been filed with the Chesapeake
Bay Program and volunteers have attended one quality control session.
Data collected at these sessions was used to determine the standard

error on the parameters. (See Table 1.)

IV. project cost

It cost approximately $110 to outfit each volunteer including the buck
et! Refill reagents and replacements of broken equipment has cost
about $50 per monitor per year. There are additional costs for the
coordinator's salary, travel, supplies and refreshments for training
and QC sessions. It is estimated that the "overhead" exclusive of
ehe coordinator's salary is $200 per monitor per year.

v. Results

Results obtained this past year indicate that trained volunteers can
collect quality controlled and assured data. A first look at citizen
data versus that being collected by the states show very similar re
sults. A comparison was made on four stations on each river where
the state had a station very close to a citizen site. Water temperature
aro about the same except for some extraordinarily hot days when the
shallower water near shore was warmer. pH readings show similar trends
but with slightly different values as would be expected using a wide-
rango comparator with only a 0.5 unit senitivity. Secchi depth values
are very similar. Salinity values show the same trends but the hydro
meter reads about 3 parts per thousand higher than a conductivity
meter. Dissolved oxygen values are very close.

The volunteers have also demonstrated their ability to provide addi
tional information of an observational nature as well as collect extra

data for short-term studies. They can respond more quickly and with
more flexibility to unusual events such as hurricanes and floods than
can the states and federal government.
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Hypoxic/anoxic conditions were reported in tho bottom waters of St.
Leonard's Crook, a tributary of the Patuxent, in the summer of 19B5.
Tho main channol of the Patuxent is known to have low dissolved oxygen
levels in late summer. However, low BO levels had not previously been
thought to occur in water as shallow as 3-4 meters. DO levels of 3 ppra
have been recorded a few times this past summer in St. Leonard's Creek
in Battle Creek, another tributary of the Patuxent. These conditions
wore not observed at a site on the main river across from St. Leonard's
Creek. Hassivo clam die-offs and fish kills were observed at the same
time. This may be attributed to very hot, dry weather as well as to
the presence of large populations of phytoplanton.

VI. Conclusions

Given the success of this program, it appears quite feasible to insti
tute a permanent. Bay-wide citizen monitoring network as part of the
long-term Bay management strategies. The program could be especially
valuable on tributaries that are not now being monitored.

We have learned several things about setting up and running programs
of this sort. We have helped to set up similar projects on Back Creek
in Annapolis, HO, West River, MD and the Choptank River, KD. Wo are
currently setting up a program on'the Conestoga River in Pennsylvania.
Consequently, we can offer some advice and tips on how to start up and
coordinate a volunteer monitoring project.

First, determine why you want to do the project. For instance, do you
want to develop a long-term data base on your local creek? Are you
concerned about letting your children swim in the river or should you
eat the shellfish caught from local waters? Maybe you just want to
nerve as a watch-dog of nearby development to see that major pollution
ia averted.

At the very beginning you need to identify a coordinator, some techni
cal advisors, a data manager/analyst. Determine where the data will be



stored and who will want to use the data and for what purpose.

Find out what monitoring activities are currently being carried out by
other bodies on the watershed - the state or local regulators, local
educational institutions, industries. Then give some thought to data
comparability with exiftting data sets. Use the same methods when at
all possible.

Coordinate with other groups in your vicinity.

Stress the importance of quality assurance and control. This includes
calibration of simple instruments such as thermometers. People must be
well trained in observation and its importance and in doing the tests.
They need to understand the necessity of doing things the same way each
time and in the same way as their fellow monitors.

Host importantly, think in the very beginning about the need for in
spiring and keeping people involved. Suggestions for doing this in
clude :

* Keep volunteers informed of the results of thoir efforts thru a

newsletter;

* Get them together periodically to compare notes and ideas (and for
quality control sessions)

* Keep in contact with groups carrying out similar projects;

* Have an annual "awards" banquet;

* Say thank you often 1

Citizen monitoring can help people better understand the scientific
difficulty of making a more direct link between living resources and
water quality. Being involved in a volunteer monitoring program
causes ehe participants to become ecologists carrying out a "mini-
study* of a given site. Data from all the sites can provide a charac
terization of an entire watershed.

I believe this program can be invaluable to those making decisions on
watershed management. Programs such as this can add greatly to public
understanding of the complexity of an ecosystem like the Bay and form
the foundation for effective long-term public support and cooperation
in carrying out the bay restoration.
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN THE BROADER
SENSE- THE CHESAPEAKE BAY EXPERIENCE

Helene Tenner
Maryland Coastal Zone Management Program

Tidewaier Adminatraion

Tawes StateOffice Building
Annapolis, MD 21401

InIhe Chesapeake Bay region aunique cooperative project isunderway torestore
theChesapeake Bay. The State of Maryland, Virginia and Pennsylvania along with the
District of Columbia have agreed by formal memorandum to participate in a major
Chesapeake Bay clean-up effort. A lot ofattention has been given tothe work that isbeing
doneby thesejurisdictions but it is important tonotethattheactivities whichhaveoccurred
asaresult of legislative action and as aresult of state program initiatives came about only
through avery lengthy and extensive public participation process in which thecitizens of
theregion encouraged, pushed and supported their legislators and elected officials into
action.

There are several factors critical to theimplementation of theChesapeake Bay
restoration. First, the Environmental Protection Agency funded a7 year multi-million
dollar research project to study toxics, nutrient enrichment and the decline of the
underwater Bay grasses orsubmerged aquatic vegetation. While the research program was
underway, citizens advisory committees worked with theEPA helping guide theresearch
and to structure the results so that questions of concern to the general public and Bay
managerscould be answered. A hugeconference for 800 officials and citizens from the
Bayregion kickedoff therestoration programs. Onceihe results andtherecommendations
of theChesapeake BayProgram were announced, theState proceeded to adopt initiatives
and funding to begintheirprograms.

During thistimethere was extensive media coverage focusing ontheBaywhich
substantially boostedpublicsupport for arestoration program. The national massmedia
including magazines such as Time and Newsweek picked up the Chesapeake Bay
restoration and did feature stories. Walter Cronkite spent time in Maryland serving as
moderator for forums on whatwasneeded to restore the Chesapeake Bay. This kind of
mass media attention developed broad public support and itwas the kind of boost toan
environmental program thatis notlikelyto occur through normal public relations efforts.
In addition, it became important for groups that were not normally associated with the
environment movement to show their support for clean-up of theChesapeake Bayand the
public support was enhanced considerably by having the farm community, watermen,
shipping industry, port related business and real estate communities supporting the Bay
restoration effort



Throughout the entire process public participation has been high with many
committees working in partnershipwith government to assure that the restoration program
stays on target and is kept in the public eye. As part of Maryland's Coastal Zone
Management Program, the 100 member Coastal Resources Advisory Committee is in the
forefront for citizens involvement.

The Chesapeake Bay clean-up program will be a long-term effort that will take
many years and the challenge ahead is to sustain both public support and, more
importantly, legislative support sothat funding will beavailable inthefuture for thework
that needs to be done. This will require not only constantly sharing of results and
successes with the public but sharing changes in direction as the different programs make
progress or learn thatotheractionsneedto be taken. Inaddition, it will requirethat people
think of the Bay not only in terms of environmental protection but as an important
economic resource.

It will be good business and a major attraction factor for the region if the Bay is
viable and alive with its crabs, oysters and striped bass. The other concern which needs to
be carefully watched is that there not be an environmental backlash from the business
community asit gradually takes onresponsibilities which costthem money toimplement.
This will be particularly true in the development community as Maryland'sCritical Area
program requires that development activity be handled in a much more environmentally
sensitive manner in a 1,000 foot buffer along the Bay and its tributaries.
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NARRAGANSETT BAY PROJECT:
CLOSING THE GAP BETWEEN CITIZEN ADVICE

AND MANAGEMENT DECISIONS

Judith Lawson
Narragansett Bay Project

83 Park Street
Providence, Rl 02903

Bridging the Gap

Citizen advisory committees are fairly standard equipment nowadays In
environmental departments and agencies, and regulators have ALMOST
grown accustomed to having the public dog their steps. For nearly a
decade the Environmental Protection Agency has required public parti
cipation efforts by states developing programs under the Resource Con
servation and Recovery Act, the Safe Orlnking Water Act and the Clean
Water Act. The requisite advisory committees are meant to sensitize
regulators to the concerns of "interested and affected" people re
garding environmental issues and related government activities.

Vet despite the requirements, the dichotomy between "us" citizens and
"they" decision makers can remain a source of frustration for both
sides. And while there are probably plenty of examples of CACs work
ing well, there are doubtless just as many to demonstrate that CACs
are merely token organizations with little Influence.

For the sake of discussion, then, we may say that it can be six of one
half dozen of another as far as effective versus noneffective CAC models
go. Is there any way to improve that? The Narragansett Bay Project in
Rhode Island thinks It has found one way to help close the gap between
citizen advice and management decisions.

Given the importance of Narragansett Bay to the economic and aesthetic
well-being of Rhode Island, the people who undertook the task of setting
up the Narragansett Bay Project did so with a commitment to make it "of
the people" and not just with citizen "advice and consent." The EPA
model of a Management Committee and separate CAC in estuarine programs
was revised Into a melded version of the two--a Hanagement Committee
comprising almost as many citizens as regulators.
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Among the ten government representatives on the Hanagement Committee are
people from EPA, NOAA, the Rhode Island Department of Environmental
Management (OEM), Statewide Planning, Coastal Resources Hanagement
Council, and city governments. The seven citizen (or user group) repre
sentatives come from Save the Bay, Ocean State Fishermen's Association.
Ihode Island Harine Trades Association, the Arwbrust Chain Company,
Narragansett Bay Water Quality Commission, American Electroplaters Asso
ciation, Rhode Island Shell fishermen's Association, and the Wickford
Fishermen's Alliance. Finally, the University of Rhode Island marine
programs and Brown University's Center for Environmental Studies have
representatives on the committee.

This Hanagement Committee is the decisionmaking body for the Narragansett
Bay Project, and answers directly to the Policy Committee, comprising
the director of the state DEH and the EPA Regionladrninistrator. Final
veto power lies with the Policy Committee, of course, but it is dif
ficult to Conceive of many situations in which decisions made by the
Management Committee would be seriously out of sync with the Policy
Committee.

Why? Because of the way the Project's committees interlock and communi
cate with each other. All decisions made by the supporting committees
(Public Education, Science and Technical, Policy Issues) are referred
to the Hanagement Committee for approval. Since these committees In
clude citizen representatives and Hanagement Committee members, there
is ample opportunity for multiple user-group Influence and cross-com
mittee communication during the formation of action plans. Also, course
corrections are more easily made before the support committee proposals
come before the Hanagement Committee. A consensus is worked out during
the decisionmaking within the support committees, so that by the time
a plan or proposal reaches the Hanagement Committee, no one is sur
prised by the suggestions, and many of the "bugs" have already been
worked out.

After a plan has passed the Hanagement Committee, it goes to the Policy
Committee. Since there are representatives from both EPA and the state
I1EH on all levels of the Project, the Policy Committee members can be
kept apprised of proposals underway and the rationales behind them long
before it is called upon to review then. Also important is the allowance
for "feedforward" throughout the committees so that a full range of
opinions and suggestions can be taken into consideration while plans are
still in the developmental stages.

To further insure good mixing of ideas, the working groups, who do much
of the nuts and bolts work within the Project's committees, include
a cross-section of people from other committees who will be able to make
meaningful suggestions. A good example of the effectiveness of these
working groups In Influencing the direction taken by the Narragansett
Bay Project was the Inclusion of members of a shellfishing organization
in a subcommittee of the Science and Technical Committee. The fishermen
helped plan the research for the Project, their influence on the research
priorities for the first year being quite substantial.



These men described problems and concerns they had as shell fishermen
in Narragansett Bay. and the Science and Technical Committee was
able to draft appropriate requests for research proposals to address
these real-life Issues that have an effect on a large number of Rhode
Islanders as well as the economy of the state. Also, having fishermen
on the Hanagement Committee provides on-site expertise to elucidate
the need and probable effects of various management strategies on the
Narragansett Bay shellfish.

Clearly, these fisherfolk have had a real impact on the way the Narra
gansett Bay Project views shellfishing as a research and management
priority. But there have been other unforeseen advantages to this sort
of melting pot Hanagement Committee structure. For example, the
Project researchers found it very helpful to call on the expertise of
the fishermen while conducting some of their field studies. And
another spin-off of our management "by the people" is increased oppor
tunities for public education. Cooperation on the scale the Narragan
sett Bay Project is experiencing is unusual enough that, by pointing
it out to local media that a group of scientists and fishermen were
doing a special field survey in an area closed to shellfishing, we
were able to attract three television stations, two radio stations,
and four newspapers who sent people out to cover the event.

Building the Bridge

How did all this come about in the Narragansett Bay Project? What
was the impetus behind this, perhaps unique, Hanagement structure?

To answer these questions, it Is necessary to explain some things about
Rhode Island and Narragansett Bay. According to the current historian
for the Narragansett Indians, even the word "narragansett" means "people
of the little bays." And Narragansett Bay continues to greatly influence
the way of life of the people who live and work around it.

Narragansett Bay is a significant physical feature of Rhode Island. Th<
state's total land mass is 1049 square miles, with the Bay covering a
tenth of that space at 102 miles. The state measures roughly 35 miles
at its widest point, and 49 miles at its longest. And yet, small as it
is, Rhode Island has over 400 miles of shoreline. And it 1s one of the
most densely populated states, with nearly 920 people per square mile,
most living in coastal areas.

The Bay is precious in many ways to these Rhode Islanders— it is a rich
fishing and shellfishing ground, a deep-water ocean port, an ideal set
ting for recreational boating, a haven for migrating sportfish and even
tropical fish. It is edged by some of the most beautiful unspoiled beaches
in the East, as well as picturesque New England shoreside villages and
tourist attractions.

Narragansett Bay is also a major contributor to the economy of Rhode
Island. The shellfishing Industry brought over $14 million Into the state
in 1985, and sales of winter flounder alone were $16.5 million in 1984.
The marine industries grossed over $461 million last year and paid out
$184 million in payroll. Tourism, much of which is related to the Bay,
brings In roughly $700 million annually. The Bay also serves a number of
major industries, like the Jewelry industry with payrolls of over $319
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million in 1983, and metal and electroplating industries with payrolls
over $270 million that same year.

Finally, after 16 years of consciousness-raising by environmental groups,
particularly Save the Bay, a lot more people, including regulators,
are sensitive to the Bay's condition and needs than may have been if
these very active and effective citizen-run organizations had not gone
before us.

Still, conflicting uses of Narragansett Bay are historical and inevit
able in Rhode Island. In the upper bay, the estuary is used principally
for industrial and domestic waste disposal, and for shipping. Farther
down the Bay, uses include shellfishing and finfishing, boating and
swimming. So, from the beginning of the Narragansett Bay Project in
July 1985, it has been obvious that the prerequisite to effecting im
provement in water quality is bringing the conflicting interest groups
together to work out meaningful, attainable compromises to prevent
the Bay's continued deterioration in the interest of preserving short-
term economic gain.

Put simply, without the active cooperation of the principal players
from various economic niches, improvement of the environment will
likely be a long uphill battle. There is much at stake in changing the
way things are, and those factors must be taken into consideration, or
roadblocks will emerge almost at every turn, making environmental im
provement a hopelessly adversarial process. By creating a forum for
dissenting voices within its Hanagement structure, the Narragansett
Bay Project is attempting to institute and maintain a cooperative ef
fort, which we hope will have more chance of success for Implementing
the Project's recommended changes, and which will doubtless be much
less confusing and discouraging to the public.

Hot that everything has been a lark. Soliciting membership for the
Hanagement Committee from all the major groups in the state was not
particularly difficult, and even though none of the members is paid
for their time on the committee, they continue to meet regularly. But
the "getting to know you" stages have often been an exercise in patieme,
as any Hanagement Committee member who has left a slx-or-more hour meet-
Ing with saddle sores and towering frustration will agree. Still, they
all seem to be indicating by their persistence that it Is best for
them to work out their differences and achieve an interest-group bal
ance in-house than to continue to flail away at the problems at the ex
pense of the public.

So far, things have gone gratifylngly well. The members of the Narragan
sett Bay Project's Hanagement Committee seem to be seeing each other's
viewpoints more clearly now, particularly since they began presenting
educational sessions about their various Industries, concerns, etc.,
at their monthly meetings. And In the spring, they will attend a
decision-making-facilitation workshop at a retreat center.

Conclusion

Commenting on the Narragansett Bay Project's determination to bridge
the gap between citizen advice and management decisions, the Project
manager, Eva Hoffman, said "Ninety-nine percent of the Issues originally-



suggested by people who were willing to talk to us about the Bay were
put into our work plan. One thing we were sure of—a research project
that just did basic research without addressing regulatory issues woul<l
just not do anything for Rhode Island. We had to find a way to make the
science count for the people who use the Bay, and for the people who ar"
charged with regulating it."

Likewise, the director of the state DEH and co-chair of the Bay Project
Policy Committee, Bob Bendick, said recently in an open letter, "The
Narragansett Bay Project has been designed to insure clear connections
between scientific research and practical application so that the
findings of the study can have a direct and ongoing Impact on regula
tory and other water pollution control actions."

Of course, major changes have not been demanded yet from any quarter.
The Project's research is not far enough along for that. We believe,
though, that as long as we keep meeting, and talking and learning from
each other, the losses accrued to those who must change will be cut, Ui
gains to the environment and all who rely on it multiplied. And if
it can continue to come to agreements within its polymerous committees,
the Narragansett Bay Project, we hope, will stand a much better chance
of performing a meaningful service to the people of Rhode Island, be
cause, through it, the people of Rhode Island are involved equally
with regulators in calling for new ways to manage their bay.
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DEVELOPMENT OF DATA QUALITY OBJECTIVES
FOR THE ESTUARY PROGRAM

Joseph N. Hall II
TechnicalSupport Division

Office of Marine and Estuarine Protection

401 M SL, SW (WH-556M)
Washington. D.C. 20460

DataQualityObjectives(DQO's) arestatements of thequalityof dataneededto support a
specific decision or action. The DQO development processis acomplex, iterative process which
involves both decision makers and technical staff. While the DQO development process is
presented in three discrete stages: 1) initial input by the decision maker, 2) clarification of the
problem,and 3) development of alternatives and selectionof ihe approach to be used in collecting
data, it actually involves a complex series ofdiKussions and iterationsbetween the decision maker
and the technical staff.

Involvement of decision makers in the development of DQO's is important for two
reasons: 1)they have a broader perspective of the Agency's needsand the regulatory processthan
technical staff and 2) they are responsible for making sound and supportabledecisions based on
environmental data.

Once developed, DQO's form the basis for selecting the methods and procedures to be
used in the program. They arealsoa starting point forpreparing detailedtechnicalguidancethat
will be used by technical personnel in the preparation of Quality Assurance Project Plans.
Developmentof DQO'spromotequantitative dataqualitygoalswhich meet the intendeduseof the
dataand the data quality needed.

An effective estuary management plan requires a wide range of data to adequately
preserve and manage the natural resources and prevent both short and long term environmental
impacts. The DQO process aidsin balancing thesedataneedsagainst available resources.
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ORGANIC TOXICANT DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN
SEDIMENTS AND BIOTA IN CHESAPEAKE BAY HABITATS

G. D. Foster,D. A. Wright, and J. C. Means
Chesapeake Biological Laboratory

P.O. Box 38
Solomons, MD 20688
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The decline in abundance of both submerged agnatic vegetation and oocater-
cially/recreaticnally important fisheries in the Chesapeake Bay has fostered concern about
the possible contribution of toxic chemicals to this problem. Fine-grained sedinents that
contain a high percentage of natural organic material may serve as important sources for
the exposure of aquatic life to toxic chemicals, rfcrpolar toxicants rapidly adsorb to
particles and colloids in the water column that settle to the sea floor to provide habitat
and food for benthic organisms (Means and Hijayaratne 1982). Therefore, areas receiving a
high Qux of organic carbon into the benthos can concomitantly receive a heavy input of
toxic chemicals in areas of high contaminant release (&g.( from industrial discharge or
urban and agricultural runoff), aw toxicants affect the survival and reproduction of
marine life depends largely upcn their tendency to accumulate in exposed organisms.
Deleterious effects that ore maniresx from the exposure to toxic avanicals are determined
by an effective dose, or residue, in the organism that exceeds a functional biochemical or
physiological threshold leading to decreased survival or reproduction (Hehrle and Mayer
1985).

Ihe toxic chemical surveillance cornponent of the. Chesapeake Bay Water Quality
Monitoring Program is an effort designed along with the other Bay lronitoring studies to
establish causality between habitat pollution by toxic chemicals and a diminished health
of benthic life. Sediments, baltic dans (Hacona balthica), and clam worms Mereis
suocinea) were collected from eight north and central Bay stations in 1985 and analyzed
for the presence of threatening trace organic contaminants. The objectives of our benthic
surveillanoe program have been to characterize the geographical distribution of trace
ocritaminants in the northern portion of the Bay by confirming the identity and quantifying
44 organic toxicants in sediments and biota, and to develop relationships between total
toxicant corcerrtraticns in sediments and the monitoring organisms to estimate the
bioavailability and bicarxunulation of sediment-associated chemicals.

Macoma and Hareis were selected as sentinel organisms because they acquire their
nutrition from sediment detritus, represent an important pathway for the entry of
sediment-associated chemicals into the benthic food web, have a cosmopolitan distribution
throughout the north and central Bay, and serve as a food source for
comrtierciaUy/recreaUcnaLly harvested fish and crabs. The 44 chemicals comprise a list of
important pollutants that originate from pesticide application to crop lands in the
greater Bay watersheds, as by-products of energy consumption by industries and utilities.
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andfromglobalpcdlutioaBottomsalinity,temperature,pH,andsedimentgrainsize,
organicnitrogenandorganiccarbonpercentagesalsoweremeasuredateachstationto
providethebasisofthebioavailabilityrelationships.

Collection

airfaresediments,clams,andwontsfromeightBaystations(Pig.1;SI,Lat.
39°12.47VLong.72°31.47';S2,Lat.SBOSI.SS',Long.76°29*13',S3,Lat.38°42.81',
Long.76°3q.81';S4,Lat38°39.65',Long.76°1334';S5,Lat38°39.6S',Long.76°26.60';
S6,Lat38°19J8',Long.76°25.78';S7,Lat38°13.33',Long.75°56J2,>S8,Lat
38°0337',Long.76°21.a),>werecollectedbyhydraulicgrabduringAprilandSeptemberof
1985,andreturnedtothelaboratorywheretheywerestoredat-20°Cuntilanalysis.

FigureLLocationofChesapeakeBay
stationssampledduring1985.

Octractionandquantification

Prozensedimentwasthawedandairdriedtoaconstantweightandgroundfinelyby
mortarandpestalto<(X25mm.Groundsedimentwasextractedwithn-hexanesMe^CX)
(lil.v/v)inanultrasonicbathandsubjectedsequentiallyto

SEE0*0.T.Baker)aromaticsulfonicacidandFloriailcolumnchrcmatography(Pig.2).
Animalswerethawed,shucked(clams),blottedwithtissue,weighed,andmaceratedin

20gofararydroussodiumsulfatessand(1:1,v/v)by""farandpestalandwereextracted
andtreatedexactlyaswassediment.

FlorisilchromatographyprovidedtwoseparatefractionsuponelutionwithSOmlofq-
hexane(Q)followedby50mlofEtQftc(f2).Bothfractionswereanalyzedforthe
presenceoforganicocntaminantsbygas<3irctiw3tography/massspectrometry(Heightand
Foster1986)usingantraskcene-djQandr^o'-ajr-clgasinternalstandards.Relative
responsefactorsforeachofthe44toxicantsweredeterminedinctiadruplicatefrom
standardcurvediluticnsofOippm,5raxa,10ppm,and50rpa,
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Figure 2. Analysis of Bay pollutants
in sediments and biota.

Quality
Duplicate reagent and glassware blanks were performed before each new set of

extractions. Portions of ncn-fortified sediment and animal extracts were tested as blanks
for the background determination of analyte coricentrations before the sane samples were
fortified in triplicate with each analyte frable 1). The recovery samples were tested as
above to evaluate the efficiency of the extraction procedure and to confirm the elution
order of the analytes on aromatic sulfonic acid and Florisil chroxatography columns.

A total of 26 out of the possible 44 organic toxicants were detected in Chesapeake
Bay sediments and biota samples. The majority of the toxicants were in the form of
polynuclear aromatic hyctaxartons (PAH). BAH ooroentrations in sediments ranged from 7
ug/g (fern) at BalUnore harbor <SD to 02 ppn at Tangier Sound tS8 (Table 2)1. Since PAH
are formed naturally in marine sediments, Tangier Sound serves as a reference site that is
relatively i^mpacted by man's activities. The PAH detected in Bay sediments are thought
to originate from the atnoepheric fallout of inoctrplete cctnbustion racducts of fossil
fuels, urban runoff, and from organic material that leaches out from ooal or petroleum
stores into the water column. Mychlorinated biphenyls were detected only in sediments
from Baltimoreharbor. Pesticides were found at five of the eight Bay stations sampled
ILe., SI, 52, S4, S5 and SB) and existed primarily as residual B,r>MZG and raratMcru
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Since the stations provided sediments that differed in natural organic carbon
content, PAH ocroerttrations in sediment were normalized to the fraction of organic carbon
to better predict the btoavailable ccnoenrjations. Hacoraa and Nereis tissue
concerttrations were eguivalently normalized to the fraction of total extractable lipids in
the animals, operationally defined according to Pig. 2. Norpolar trace occrtamjvants tend
to concentrate in the lipid pools of aquatic animals (Hartley and Ciaham-Bryoe, 1980).
Predictions regarding the exposure of Macoma and nereis to sediment-associated PAH appear
to be possible (Fig. 3), although the data set does not consider seasonal fluctuations in
tissue ocresntraticns. Similar relatiWEhips for the other groups of toxic chemicals were
not observed because of the lack of data that are needed to provide significant
regressions. Macoma PAH tissue concentrations were well correlated to sediment
concentrations. In contrast, Nereis pah tissue crjnoentrations were less accurately
rjredicted, due in part to differences between absorption and the biotransformation of PAH
substrates. Polychaetes have shown higher rates of mixed function rrcnooxygenase activity
than bivalves, which bend to lower PAH body burdens in Nereis relative to Macoma.
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Figure 3. Relationship between PAH
concentrations in biota and sediments.
CQn = PAB cone, in Macornar Cn = PAH
cone, in Nereis; and CB = eedimnt PAH
cone at each Bay station).

Partition factors (PFS), defined as Cai/Cs^ where Ca1 = chemical oonc. in animal
lipid and Cs.- = chemical cone, in sediment organic carbon, were determined at each
station between the clams, worms, and sediments (Table 3). PF estimates assume that the
chemical exchange between sediments and biota is at equilibrium and predict the maximim
tissue coicerrtratiCRS. Thermocrynamic relationships between Freundlich sorption isotherms
and hioconcerttration factors predict that PFs should range from 05 to 2 (Lake et al,
1985). The PFvalues ranged from 03 to 2 (excluding S3 and SS) for Hacoma. and 0.7 to
13 (excluding S3, S5, and S3) for Nereis. Stations 3, 5, and 8 showed particularly high
PFvalues that were due to the very sandy nature of sediments at these locations. In
addition, high IF values indicate that the animals maybe bioaxunulating PAH from sources
other than sediment detritus, such as from the water column.
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lbxicantconcentrationsinthetissuesofHaconaandNereiscloselyparalleledthe
cmtaminationpatternthatwasobservedinthesediments,especiallyforthePftHCfeble
2).IhehighestUAHtissuearcentrationsinbothanimalswereobservedinindividuals
H1^^fromBaltimoreharbor,whichcoincidedwiththehighestsedimentconcentrations.
HaooaaconsistentlypossessedhigherFABbodyburdensthanferels,withtheexceptionsof
animals"^ll"*^atS3.TrendsintissueEAHconcentrationsinbothanimalsshowedthat
sediinentshighinorganiccarbon01%)alwayspossessedgreaterconcentrationofSABthan
intheanimalsthatwerecollectedfromthosesediments.Incontrast,sedimentslowin
organiccarboncontainedPAHarcentrationsthatwerelessthanintheanimalsthatwere
collectedthere.Atthefewstationswherepesticidesweredetectedbothinsedimentsor
intheanimals,thepesticideconcentrationswerealwaysrelativelygreaterintheanimal
tissues.
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TSble 3. Preference factors (PPs) for PAH in the rrcnitoring organisms at each Bay
station.

PF

|tacoiB| Nereis
si.o 2.61 0.962
S2.0 0.505 0.416
S3.0 37.4 99.0
S4.0 0.900 0.900
S5.0 8.72 6.52
ss.o 1.74 1.35
S7.0 1.86 —

S8.0
— 4.84

Trace ocnoentratiois of PAH were detected in all of the Bay sediments, which reflect
the widespread occurrence of this class of organic chemicals. Similar nrjriiboring efforts
have shown the pervasive oocurrenoe of PAH in north and central Baysediments that were
collected in the mainstem channel (de Fur, 1986). Relatively high BIB ooroentnttiors were
found in north Bay sediments, reflecting heavy iTydrocarbcn inputs from the Baltirrore
rretropolitan area and from the Eusquehana River, which sujplies over 50% of the freshwater
supply to the estuary. It also appears that BAH released into the Bay distribute to the
margins where benthic life predominates.

Organic carjborwrrralized sedirrent PAH coriocitoatiorB can be used to provide good
estimates of Haoona PAH tissue oortoErttratiais whensediment ccnopTrrratims are provided,
further suggesting the importanceof sediment organic carbon in PAH Unavailability.
However, the bioaccumulation mechanism maybe different in sandy segments whencoirpared
with sediments high in silt/clay and organic carbon since sandy sediments showedhigh PFs
for PAH in both DOiitoring species. These animals mayalso be exposed to PAH in the water
column. The mineral content of sandy sediments displays a very low adsorptive behavior
toward iionpQlar toxicants, and PAH concentrations detected at the sandy stations were
quite low. Since the tissue EAH (xnoentrations in Nereis were not as dependent upon
sediment rxrtcerttrarJons, species differences in these partitioning relationships are
extremely important. The 17 value maybe used to estimate the maxinum expected exposure
of benthic animals to sediment-associated chemicals, a deficiency of the model is that
metabolic bioactivation reactions produce greater than expected toxicity, and if affects
are based solely upon rartitioning relaUcnships a knowledge of species specific
Mrcbictic metabolism pathways and tbe toxicity of formed metabolites must be considered
in order to predict erivirorimental health effects.

It must be emphasized that the 1985 sampling did not take into consideration the
seasonal variability in the body burdens of toxic chemicals in the monitoring species.
Changes in ocganismal respiration rates, lipid oontent, and reproductive status would be
expected to affect birxtcoumdaticn. Seasonal PFmeasurements must be performed in order
to test the true validity of the present regression models.
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M01«TOR1NG DESIGN IN EPA'S ESTUARY PROGRAMS

Kim Devonald
Office of Marine and Estuarine Protection
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency

401 M Street, SW
Washington.DC 20460

Regulatory and scientific agencies conduct ambient monitoring prograra in
surface water for a variety of reasons, However, the sampling designs
and monitoring parameters selected aro not always well tailored to meet
the objectives of differing programs. EPA's National Estuary Program was
started in FY85 to assess the environmental problems of sane of the
nation's more heavilystressed estuaries and, based en these assessments,
to develop "comprehensive estuarine management plans" recotmervling
priority clean-up and resource protection activities for each estuary. To
roach this goal, EPA in partnership with state and local agencies and
academic scientists is engaging in and planning for a number of coor
dinated ambient data collection activities. Thesehave a variety of
specific objectives, but eachhas typically been referred to as a
"rrcriitoring" activity by one or more program participants. This paper
describes some principles of monitoring design that havebeen used by
program participants in planning some of these diverse activities, and
suggests a few general principles that may be of use in designing other
ironitoring programs.

Trend Monitoring Versus Intensive Study "Monitoring''

In EPA's estuary programs, the bulk of the new data collection activities
fall into one of two categories) ambient trend monitoring, and intensive
or special studies. The timing of these activities within the typical
5-year period of a program's idealized schedule (Figure 1) will vary
greatly depending on the types and quantities of historical data
available for the estuary and its watershed. The idealized schedule
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COMPREHENSIVE ESTUARINE MAHAGEMEHT

TYPICAL S-YR ESTUARY PROGRAM

initial Planning FY85
Management organization
Public Participation/Education
Stato Project Office T

FY86

T
FY87

T
FY88

T
FY89

T

Problem Definition FY86
Begin characterization
Action Plans

Action Plans FY87
Complete Characterization

Action Plans FY88
Draft Monitoring Plan
Draft Master Environmental Plan

Monitoring Plan FY89
Final Master Environmental Plan
MOA for Implementation

Figure 1
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acccrtirodates the necessary variety of approaches by 3imply referring to
both historical data analyses and new data collection as "characteriza
tion" of the environmental status and trends of the estuary (see Figure
1). For an estuary in which extensive well coordinated historical data
are available, a true ambient trend monitoring program can begin to
collect baseline data during this "characterization" phase. This situa
tion is, unfortunately, the exception rather than the rule. In moat of
EPA's programs a rather diverse assemblage of new data collection activi
ties takes place during characterization, including monitoring to fill
spatial gaps in historical data sets, monitoring to add new variables to
historical data, and true research studies in which hypotheses about
rates and processes relevant to pollutant impacts are tested.

Sampling designs and sets of parameters that will best serve the purposes
of a true trend monitoring program differ frcmthose needed for special
studies to fill gaps in incomplete historical data sets or test hypo
theses about rates and processes. As examples of different approaches to
monitoring developed by EPA regional offices and states to accomplish the
objectives of intensive special studies and long-term trend monitoring, I
will describe monitoring designs developed for the Narragansett Bay and
Puget Sound programs, respectively.

An Intensive Study Monitoring Program

The Narragansett Bay Program is presently in its characterization
phase (Figure 1). Carmittees composed of federal and state managers
academic researchers and representatives of publicgroups oversee and
direct the Program's activities. These ccmnittees determined early in
the Program that, while considerable historical data exist that will be
of use in describing temporal trends in environmental quality in the Bay,
therewere still important gaps in the knowledge of ambient conditions.
Based in part on historical events, this Program has identified the
potential for eutrophication as one of its Bay's priority concerns, so
that a special emphasis on process studies to quantify water oolunrt
productivity rateswas decided upon. The other priority concern is
assessing the impacts of toxic chemicals on harvestable living resources.

Principle variables included in the first year of this special study
phase of characterization are listed in Figure 2. This is not an
exhaustive list, but is intended for illustrative purposes only . The
point to be noted is that a heavy emphasis has been placed on water
column variables potentially associated with eutrcphication, and on
levels of toxic chemicals and their impacts in selected species of fish
and shellfish. The two high priority problems identified by the manage
ment and technical advisory ccrrtrdtteea have thus driven the parameter
selection for this monitoring program, and a numberof parameters that
clearly would provide other kinds of infexn-ation about the ecosystem as a
whole were not included in the new data collections in thin year of the
program. Is this a problem? Shouldn't the program have attempted to
monitor other major variables, such as biological carmunity conditions?
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NARRAGANSETT BAY PROJECT

Study Phase Monitoring Program:

Water Quality

• Conventional water quality parameters: profiles
• Hydrographic profiles
• Light profiles
• Chlorophyll a
• Total N.P
• Total dissolved N, P
• Total and dissolved organic carbon
• Particulate carbon and N
• Particulate silica and phosphate
• Dissolved and particulate metals

Living Resources

J

Distribution and age structure of hard clam
and selected fish populations
Tissue residues of selected toxicants in hard clams

Pathogen indicator contamination in hard clams
Histopathologlcal disorders in hard clams and
selected fish

Source: Narragansett Bay Estuary Program

rigure 2
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Of course, given no financial constraints, the answerto this question
would be yes. However, since financial constraints always exist, I
would argue that the Narragansett Bay Program has made a wise decision
in concentrating its study-phase efforts en monitoring just those
variables that would extend, fill gaps in, or initiate temporal data
sets that answer questions about the status or causes of the top
priority problems of the Bay. Once a few initial answers have been
found to sore priority questions, it is possible that study phase
rrcnitoring will be adjusted to include soma new variables and leave
others out. Such adjustments would likely be undesirable in a long-
term trend monitoring program. But they may be perfectly appropriate
in the characterization phase, when the goal is to determine which
pollutant levels or pollution-driven processes are most likely
associatedwith the top priority environmental and biological impacts
in the estuary.

A Proposed Long-Term Trend Monitoring Program

In the Puget Sound Program, study-phase monitoring similar in intent
(butvery different in specific objectives) to that of the Narragansett
Bay Program has been conducted in years ono and two. In addition to
their study-phase activities, the Puget Sound rranagement and technical
advisory cenmittees have recently directed a new task: development of
a long-term plan for monitoring ambient conditions in the Sound. The
list of variables included in the draft long-term plan (Figure 3) illus
trates the distinction between study-phase monitoring and a true trend
monitoring program.

The purpose of ambient trend monitoring, for an estuary program or any
regulatory program, should be to provide information by which trends in
environmental and living resource qualitycan be used to assess the
success of regulatory attempts to decrease, halt or reverse environmental
degradation (U.S. EPA, 1986). Of course, any sound trend monitoring pro
gram must exhibit several often-repeated characteristics: consistency
of methods used over time: adequacy of spatial and temporal coverage to
address problems of environmental heterogeneity; and cost-effectiveness.
I would like to add one additional basic principle to this list. This is
that the parameters measured should represent each of the important com
partments of the ecosystem (for example, water column, benthic, planktcnic
and pelagic biota, and the corresponding physico-chemical compartments).
Also, to the extent that knowledge is available, they should represent the
expected effects of the major categories of pollutants and other stress-
inducing agents (such as physical habitat destruction). This does not
mean that every parameter and every pollutant should be measured. Indeed,
elegant and parsimonious approaches to designing irenitoring programs, ouch
as seeking parameters that serve as indicators for several purposes, are
nuch to be desired. It simply means that representative parameters for
each compartment ohould be measured to the extent this is affordable.

The importance of this guideline is that it cenpensatas in a small way
for our still very great lack of understanding of exactly how ecosystems
vork, when under stress or otherwise, and our consequent inability to
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PRINICIPAL COMPONENTS OF THE DRAFT

MONITORING PROGRAM FOR PUGET SOUND

BIOLOGICAL COMPONENTS

• Benthic macrolnvertebrate abundances
• Selected toxicant tissue residues In selected fish

and shellfish
• Fish and shellfish abundances

• PSP In shellfish (extent, duration)
• Shellfish contamination with pathogen Indicators
• Marine mammal and bird abundances and

reproductive success

SEDIMENTS

• Selected conventional and toxic pollutants
• Toxicity (bloassays)
• Sediment type

WATER QUALITY

• Conventional water quaMy parameters: profiles
• Hydrographic profiles
• Chlorophyll^ and phaeophytlnji
• Conforms and enterococci

Source: Puget Sound Estuary Program

Figure 3

1



predict which elements of the system will be the most sensitive to new
or presently unidentified causes of stress. Optimistically, one might
also note that we don't yet liave a great deal of information on the
schedules by which estuarine ecosystems respond to reversals in
environnsntal degradation (that is, .Alien organisms or oompextinents
will respond first), and we will certainly want to be informed of
any iirprovemcnts in an estuary's environnsntal quality or the health
of its biota as early as possible if we are engaged in considerable
offorts and expenditures designed to achieve these goals.
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